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About This Game

Build-a-lot 3 is your passport to fun! Travel all over Europe as you restore rundown houses, develop friendly services and
beautify neighborhoods with picturesque landmarks. The changing needs of the neighborhood will sure keep you busy--you may
need to brave the rain and snow, deal with noisy neighbors, or even put out a small fire to get the job done on time! Pack your

bags and let the fun take flight in the exciting sequel to Build-a-lot 1 & 2!

Restore rundown houses for big profits
Build picturesque landmarks to beautify neighborhoods
Construct friendly service buildings
Paint and landscape houses to increase curb appeal
Improve a neighborhood at your own pace in Casual mode
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This game, and both of the prior Build-a-Lot games, are very fast-paced real-estate games about buying, upgrading, and selling
homes in order to improve neighborhoods.

By this third installation, the core mechanic is mature, and still holds up fairly well. A couple of new additions, such as homes
that start in a run-down state, police, fire, and medical emergencies help to keep the concept from going stale just yet. Premier
lots, a feature from the first game that was missing in the second, make their return.

Perhaps the biggest cosmetic change to the game is in the level selection screens. Instead of the traditional menu-of-levels that
are the staple of games like this, Build-a-Lot 2 has you criss-crossing a political map of western Europe. Instead of just playing
all of the levels from one setting consecutively, you will often play 1-3 levels in one locale before sprinting off to another, often
returning to early locales for bigger projects.

This game to me seemed quite a bit easier than Build-a-Lot 2. I was able to super-clear 26 of the first 28 levels on the first try.
In Build-a-Lot 2, it was only 16 of the first 18.

Overall, if you are a fan of the first two Build-a-Lot games, you shouldn't be disappointed in this one.. It is an interesting and
challenging game... Can't explain it really... I recommend all the Build-A-Lot series! I have played only 2 and 3 but I know
'cause I have seen how Build-A-Lot 4 and Build-A-Lot 1 are. They are as awesome as the others. So I recommend buyng the
whole bundle.
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